Congratulations for selecting a system of acrylic display pockets from AS Hanging Display Systems. Accompanying this guide you should have also received an Installation Guide for the track or piers that will support your display.

Otherwise, you may download the appropriate guide for your chosen track/piers from our “Support Documents” web page. Installation is achieved by first installing the piers/track and cables and then by individually attaching the pockets.

1 Install Track/Piers

* Determine ideal location of system track or piers. Install track/piers, according to standard installation guides at this time.

* If you are using piers to support system cables, extra care should be taken to install the piers with correct horizontal spacing. See “A” in illustration and table.

* Install upper and lower piers according to the respective installation guides.

2 Install Cables and Tensioners

* If you are using tracks to support the acrylic pockets, install the cables (P-End, J-End, Twist-End, etc.), compatible with your chosen upper track (Wall Track, Click Rail Track, etc.)

* Likewise, if the cables will be tensioned, install the cable tension device that is compatible with your chosen lower track, at this time. There is an installation guide available for your use.

* As with the piers described above, it is important to accurately position the horizontal spacing of the cables during this step and prior to tensioning.

* If you are using piers, install and tension the cables at this time.

NOTE

Avoid the temptation to assemble the entire matrix of cables and pockets on a table and then mount the entire assembly. This will NOT YIELD good results.
3 Assemble Pocket Hardware

- Attach single-sided or double-sided Side Clamps to a pocket. These are generally attached within 1/2 to 1 inch from the corners of the pocket side tabs.

**NOTE**
Consistency between each pocket makes for a professional appearing presentation.

- Repeat with remaining pockets.

4 Mount Pockets

- Mount a pocket to two adjacent cables.

**NOTE**
This is typically easiest by starting from the center and working outward. Check that the first pocket in particular is mounted level.

- Continue until all pockets in the matrix are attached and installed.

**NOTE**
Vertical spacing of pockets is very subjective to individual tastes.

5 Insert Display Materials

- Without prying the pocket too wide, insert the display material into each pocket.